Deficit of auditory space perception in patients with visuospatial neglect.
There have been many studies of visuospatial neglect, but fewer studies of neglect in relation with other sensory modalities. In the present study we investigate the performance of six right brain damaged (RBD) patients with left visual neglect and six RBD patients without neglect in an auditory spatial task. Previous work on sound localisation in neglect patients adopted measure of sound localisation based on directional motor responses (e.g., pointing to sounds) or judgement of sound position with respect to the body midline (auditory midline task). However, these measures might be influenced by non-auditory biases related with motor and egocentric components. Here we adopted a perceptual measure of sound localisation, consisting in a verbal judgement of the relative position (same or different) of two sequentially presented sounds. This task was performed in a visual and in a blindfolded condition. The results revealed that sound localisation performance of visuospatial neglect patients was severely impaired with respect to that of RBD controls, especially when sounds originated in contralesional hemispace. In such condition, neglect patients were always unable to discriminate the relative position of the two sounds. No difference in performance emerged as a function of the visual condition in either group. These results demonstrate a perceptual deficit of sound localisation in patients with visuospatial neglect, suggesting that the spatial deficits of these patients can arise multimodally for the same portion of external space.